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Jeechem® NDA Alkanes
The Jeechem® NDA products are high purity alkanes derived from vegetable feedstocks,

engineered specifically for their properties and performance.

All Jeechem® NDA alkanes have unique sensory profiles where they glide on softly, apply smoothly,
and leave a soft powdery feel ... it’s like covering your skin with a million soft, velvety rose petals.
The velvety softness of the Jeechem® NDA products highlights the versatility and functionality of
Jeechem® NDA alkanes beyond skin care, which is dramatically beneficial in color and decorative
cosmetics where they act as solvents, carriers, dispersants, de-tackifiers, setting modifiers, and
solubilizers, contributing functional solutions while simultaneously giving the formulator endless
choices and the ability to impact feel, playtime, and touch.
Jeechem® NDA alkanes can be used in sun care formulations to mitigate the greasy feel associated
with sunscreens without compromising SPF Levels and to add a velvety, emollient feel. Jeechem®
NDA alkanes also act as ideal dispersants for minerals including titanium dioxide and zinc oxide.
The Jeechem® NDA Series is particularly apt at sun care applications contributing dispersability,
soft cushion with adequate playtime with minimal “whitening effect”, and minimum greasiness.
In hair care, Jeechem® NDA alkanes can be used in place of silicone oils contributing emollience,
shine, and transient conditioning in shampoos, conditioners, and rinses. They are ideal vehicles
to replace more volatile iso-alkanes in styling gels (including heat-activated styling products).
Jeechem® NDA alkanes also act as co-dispersants and solvents in hair colorants, hair masks,
pomades, and sculpting products.
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Jeechem® NDA products are ultra-pure, multi-phased alkanes made from oleochemical feedstocks in a range
of linear cut alkanes engineered for all types of personal care ingredients.
RENEWABLE OLEOCHEMICAL
FEEDSTOCKS

FATTY ACID + HYDROGEN

HYDROGENATION

SECOND PHASE
DISTILLATION

DEHYDRATION

SECOND PHASE
HYDROGENATION

FILTRATION

DISTILLATION

PACKAGING

Our Jeechem® NDA product line is comprised of eight separate products differentiated by carbon chain ranges,
each with varying characteristics and functionalities. The Jeechem® NDA products are pure hydrocarbons
derived from raw materials that are renewable, sustainable, and readily biodegradable.
Jeechem® NDA—LC 						Jeechem® NDA—D
INCI Name: C9-12 Alkane
			
INCI Name: Dodecane
Jeechem® NDA—CC						Jeechem® NDA—T
INCI Name: C13-14 Alkane					
INCI Name: Tetradecane
Jeechem® NDA—HC 						Jeechem® NDA—O
INCI Name: C18-21 Alkane 				INCI Name: Octadecane
Jeechem® NDA—5						Jeechem® NDA—H
INCI Name: C15-19 Alkane					INCI Name: Hexadecane
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Jeechem® NDA products are all bright, colorless, and odorless liquids (Jeechem® NDA—HC and Jeechem®
NDA—O are colorless, translucent, crystalline solids). They are all pure, non-polar, and highly resistant to
oxidation, even in extreme pH systems. Their mostly inert nature makes them choice solutions where they
function as carriers, solvents, texturizing agents, and, most importantly, as sensorial modifiers in skin care, hair
care, sun care, and color cosmetics. Their semi-volatile nature makes them fast absorbing with minimal to no
negative residue on the skin and hair.
A crescendo of sensorial benefits can be achieved by choosing the right Jeechem® alkane or combination of
Jeechem® alkane and concentrations.
Jeechem® NDA—D

Jeechem® NDA—T

Jeechem® NDA—O

Jeechem® NDA—H

SMOOTH
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LUL
QUICK DRY
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Jeechem® NDA—LC
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GL
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E
GLID

SY

SOFT

Jeechem® NDA—CC

Jeechem® NDA—HC

Jeechem® NDA—5

Like musical notes in a great rhapsody, choice of alkane determines function and sensorial feeling; use light
alkanes for initial feel and texture which then recedes into the background of your formulations, while use of
heavier alkanes highlights prolonged playtime, comfort, and slip. The choice of which alkane is entirely based
on function and desired end sensation in skin, hair, sun, or color cosmetics. The same few alkanes can produce
endless textures and sensorial symphonies.
Jeechem® NDA Alkanes Sensorial Chart Guide

Sensorial

Effect

Drying Time

Shine

Residue

Jeechem® NDA—LC
Jeechem® NDA—D

Muslin

Immediate

Incidental

None

Jeechem® NDA—CC
Jeechem® NDA—T

Satin

Fast

Incidental

Slight

Jeechem® NDA—HC
Jeechem® NDA—O

Silk

Slow

Low

Soft

Velvet

Moderate

Low

Soft

Jeechem® NDA—5
Jeechem® NDA—H
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Jeechem® NDA Characteristics
Slip

4
3.5
3
2.5

Volatility

Dynamic
Viscosity

2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Residue

Drying Time

Shine
Jeechem® NDA—D 		
Jeechem® NDA—LC

Jeechem® NDA—T
Jeechem® NDA—CC

Jeechem® NDA—O		
Jeechem® NDA—HC

Jeechem® NDA—H
Jeechem® NDA—5

Jeechem® NDA—5 and Jeechem® NDA—H
vs. D5 Characteristics
5

Slip

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2

Shine

Drying
Time

1.5
1
0.5
0

Dry Skin Feel

Residue
Jeechem NDA—H
Jeechem® NDA—5
®
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D5

Versatility

All Jeechem® NDA alkanes exhibit great versatility as solvents, solubilizers, emollients, and wetting agents in

most formulations, vastly simplifying incorporation of difficult ingredients such as UV Filters, high purity actives,

silicones, and silicone derivatives. Their inert nature helps them to act as co-formulating agents reducing the
need for co-emulsifiers and stabilizing aids. Jeechem® NDA alkanes are recommended for use in:

SKIN CARE

HAIR CARE

SUN CARE

BODY CARE

COLOR COSMETICS

Jeechem® NDA—D
Jeechem® NDA—LC
suggested applications
Adds emollience to skin while simultaneously contributing dryness—sensation from quick dry to soft touch can be delivered.
Excellent ingredient solution for acne prone skin, and problematic skin products.
Ideal ingredient for “Nude Claims” for non-oily, non-greasy, non-residue body care products.
Texture modifier in gel cream to cream gel applications.
Modulates end feel of massage oils, reduces greasiness.
Natural solubilizer and modifier for cleansing oils, and make-up removers.
Natural de-greaser in sun care applications.
Natural quick drying/setting agent for color foundations and may be used from slight tint to heavy coverage.
Residue-free, making it an ideal ingredient for Men’s Care Lines and Anti-Pollution Claims.
Helps control appearance of sebum/shine in combination to oily skin, vastly improving performance of all decorative cosmetics.
Acts as a drying agent in AP/DEO to minimize transfer to garments.
Suitable for facial hair styling products.
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Jeechem® NDA—T
Jeechem® NDA—CC
suggested applications
Adds emollience to skin while contributing dryness; sensation is moderate play time to cascading soft touch.
Compatible and miscible with most natural oils and butters, modifying end feel to reduce undesirable feel ingredients in cellulite/
slimming products.
Ideal ingredient to incorporate into therapeutic shave gels and post-shave treatments contributing softness without oils and
controlling razor bumps and nicks.
Excellent ingredient for roll-on and spray AP/DEOs, modulating dry time with emollience.
Contributes glides to mascaras without heavy build-up.
Acts as a solubilizer/pigment wetting agent in color cosmetics and hair colorants.
Improves appearance, consistency, and performance of color cosmetics by narrowing melting point and increasing stability of
color cosmetics.
Modulates greasiness of sun filters in medium to high SPF formulations.
Ideal emollient replacement for oxidation-prone systems and difficult to emulsify products.

Jeechem® NDA—O
Jeechem® NDA—HC
suggested applications
Adds emollience to skin while contributing moderate glide and soft lubricious sensation to cascading soft touch.
Ideal ingredient for silicone-like texture in hair without using silicones. Good product for leave-in hair conditioners, hair masks,
and styling products.
Excellent non-greasy performance in hair pomades, waxes, and gels.
Replaces silicone and silicone performance in most hair care applications. Compatible with most silicones for reduced silicone
applications.
Contributes emollience and glide to stick applications and helps stabilize pigments, fillers, and cosmetic powders like mica, silica,
boron nitride, and treated starches.
Contributes to performance and glide of lip applications (other than castor oil-based formulations).
Reduces tack and stringiness of polybutene and polyisobutene in lip glosses—improving yield and simplifying packaging.
Modulates feel and performance of esters in oil-free claims.
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Jeechem® NDA—H
Jeechem® NDA—5
suggested applications
Excellent cyclopentasiloxane and cyclotetrasiloxane replacement, closely matching most key aesthetic and performance
properties from a NATURALLY-DERIVED ingredient that is stigma-free.
Adds emollience to skin while contributing moderate glide and good playtime on the skin.
Contributes transient shine and transient conditioning in all hair care applications.
Modulates “oily and greasy” feel of skin and sun care products.
Viscosity and texture modifier in most hair care applications.
Suitable replacement for most silicones. Compatible with most silicones to reduce/replace silicone presence.
Inert nature makes it ideal for broad pH systems in hair care, suitable for almost any pH system.
Contributes glassy glide in AP/DEO applications without compatibility issues.
Good spreadability from a natural hydrocarbon.
Reduces hair frizz and flyaways, aids shine and manageability from a natural hydrocarbon.
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Formulating Guidelines
Please read our suggested formulating guidelines for each alkane below.
JEECHEM® NDA—LC and JEECHEM® NDA—D
Water/Oil and Oil/Water Emulsions
∗ Pre-mix Jeechem® NDA—LC or Jeechem® NDA—D in the oil phase and add to the water
phase at ≤ 70°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If needed, Jeechem® NDA—LC or Jeechem® NDA—D can be added in the emulsion as
a separate phase, after emulsifying the oil phase with the water phase at ≤ 25-70°C with
homo-mixing or propeller mixing.
∗ HLB 11-12 surfactant is needed to emulsify Jeechem® NDA—LC or Jeechem® NDA—D.
Anhydrous Systems
∗ If the desired end viscosity is liquid or semi-liquid, add Jeechem® NDA—LC or
Jeechem® NDA—D in sequence with the other ingredients from highest to lowest
viscosity at ≤ 70°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If finished product is in stick form, add Jeechem® NDA—LC or Jeechem® NDA—D in
sequence with the other ingredients (waxes and oils) from highest to lowest melting point
at ≤ 70°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
Miscellaneous
∗ Fragrances: Jeechem® NDA—LC or Jeechem® NDA—D is used as a solubilizer at ≤ 99%
for essential oils and absolutes if the oils are Jeechem® NDA—LC- or
Jeechem® NDA—D-soluble or at ≤ 75% as a co-solubilizer in the pre-mix with the
remaining solvents.
∗ Hand sanitizer: Add Jeechem® NDA—LC or Jeechem® NDA—D to non-alcohol-based
hand sanitizers.
JEECHEM® NDA—CC and JEECHEM® NDA—T
Water/Oil and Oil/Water Emulsions
∗ Pre-mix Jeechem® NDA—CC or Jeechem® NDA—T in the oil phase and add to the water
phase @ ≤ 85°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If needed, Jeechem® NDA—CC or Jeechem® NDA—T can be added in the emulsion as a
separate phase, after emulsifying the oil/silicone phase with the water phase at
≤ 25-85°C with homo-mixing or propeller mixing.
∗ HLB 11-12 surfactant is needed to emulsify Jeechem® NDA—CC or Jeechem® NDA—T.
Anhydrous Systems
∗ If the desired end viscosity is liquid or semi-liquid, add Jeechem® NDA—CC or
Jeechem® NDA—T in sequence with the other ingredients from highest to lowest
viscosity at ≤ 85°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If finished product is in stick form, add Jeechem® NDA—CC or Jeechem® NDA—T in
sequence with the other ingredients (waxes and oils) from highest to lowest melting point
at ≤ 85°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
Miscellaneous
∗ Fragrances / aromatic oils: Jeechem® NDA—CC or Jeechem® NDA—T can be used as a
solubilizer at ≤ 60% for essential oils and absolutes if the oils are Jeechem® NDA—CC- or
Jeechem® NDA—T-soluble, or at ≤ 40% as co-solubilizer in the pre-mix with the
remaining solvents.
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Formulating Guidelines continued
JEECHEM® NDA—HC and JEECHEM® NDA—O
Water/Oil and Oil/Water Emulsions
∗ Pre-mix Jeechem® NDA—HC or Jeechem® NDA—O in the oil phase at ≥ 35°C; it can be
added to the water phase at ≤ 95°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If needed, Jeechem® NDA—HC or Jeechem® NDA—O can be added to the emulsion as
a separate phase; after emulsifying the oil with the water phase, add
Jeechem® NDA—HC or Jeechem® NDA—O @ 35-95°C with homo-mixing or propeller
mixing.
∗ HLB 11-12 surfactant is needed to emulsify Jeechem® NDA—HC or Jeechem® NDA—O.
Anhydrous Systems
∗ If the desired end viscosity is liquid or semi-liquid form, add Jeechem® NDA—HC or
Jeechem® NDA—O in sequence with the other ingredients from highest to lowest
viscosity at ≥ 35°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If finished product is in stick form, add Jeechem® NDA—HC or Jeechem® NDA—O in
sequence with the other ingredients (waxes and oils) from highest to lowest melting point
at 35-95°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
JEECHEM® NDA—5 and JEECHEM® NDA—H
Water/Oil and Oil/Water Emulsions
∗ Pre-mix Jeechem® NDA—5 or Jeechem® NDA—H in the oil phase @ ≥ 35°C; it can be
added to the water phase at ≤ 95°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If needed, Jeechem® NDA—5 or Jeechem® NDA—H can be added in the emulsion as
a separate phase; after emulsifying the oil phase with the water phase, add
Jeechem® NDA—5 at 35-95°C with homo-mixing or propeller mixing.
∗ HLB 11-12 surfactant is needed to emulsify Jeechem® NDA—5 or Jeechem® NDA—H.
Anhydrous Systems
∗ If the desired end viscosity is liquid or semi-liquid, add Jeechem® NDA—5 or
Jeechem® NDA—H in sequence with the other ingredients from highest to lowest
viscosity at ≥ 35°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
∗ If finished product is in stick form, add Jeechem® NDA—5 or Jeechem® NDA—H in
sequence with the other ingredients (waxes, oils, or silicones) from highest to lowest
melting point at @ 35-95°C with homo-mixing or propeller-mixing.
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Typical Properties
INCI Name

Flash Point °C

Molecular
Weight

Jeechem® NDA—LC

C9-12 Alkane

71

170

Jeechem® NDA—CC

C13-14 Alkane

115

198

Jeechem® NDA—HC

C18-21 Alkane

165

254

®

Jeechem NDA—5

C15-19 Alkane

135

226

Jeechem® NDA—D

Dodecane

71

170

Jeechem® NDA—T

Tetradecane

115

198

Jeechem® NDA—O

Octadecane

165

254

Jeechem® NDA—H

Hexadecane

135

226

Solubility tested at 30% alkane
Jeechem® NDA—LC Jeechem® NDA—CC Jeechem® NDA—HC

Jeechem® NDA—5

Natural Oils

S

S

S

S

Castor Oil

I

I

I

I

Shea Butter

S

S

S

S

Cocoa Butter

S

S

S

S

Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride

S

S

S

S

Oleyl Oleate

S

S

S

S

C12-15 Alkyl Benzoate

S

S

S

S

Isopropyl Myristate

S

S

S

S

Isopropyl Palmitate

S

S

S

S

Isononyl Isononanoate

S

S

S

S

Mineral Oil

S

S

S

S

Polydecene

S

S

S

S

Isopropyl Alcohol

S

S

I

S

Dimethicones

S

S

S

S

Cyclopentasiloxane

S

S

S

S

Phenyltrimethicone

S

S

S

S

S=Soluble		
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I=Insoluble

1.8

0.5 - 50.0%

2.5
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5.0

0.5 - 80.0%
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1.8
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2.5
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Jeechem® NDA—D

Jeechem® NDA—T

Jeechem® NDA—O

Jeechem® NDA—H
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S

S

S
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S
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S
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S
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S
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S

I

S

S
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S

S
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Kinematic Viscosity vs. Temperature

Kinematic Viscosity (cSt)
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Jeechem NDA—D
Jeechem® NDA—LC

Jeechem NDA—T
Jeechem® NDA—CC
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®

Jeechem® NDA—O
Jeechem® NDA—HC

Jeechem® NDA—H
Jeechem® NDA—5

Density vs. Temperature
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Jeechem® NDA—D
Jeechem® NDA—LC
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Jeechem® NDA—T
Jeechem® NDA—CC
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Jeechem® NDA—O
Jeechem® NDA—HC
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Jeechem® NDA—H
Jeechem® NDA—5

Key Benefits
• Non-polar, clear, colorless, odorless emollients*
• Oxidation-resistant and very stable, even in extreme pH systems
• Compatible with silicones, UV Filters, and all lipophilic systems
• Functional replacement to all synthetic/petrochemically-derived alkanes
• Natural, Dry, Volatile, Light and Fresh versatile ingredient
• Readily biodegradable
* Jeechem® NDA—HC AND Jeechem® NDA—O are translucent crystalline solids at room
temperature.

Summary

The Jeechem® NDA products’ soft, velvety feel and sensorial benefits mask their powerful performance as

formulation solutions in cosmetic ingredients. In addition to being naturally-derived, their functional properties
are limited only by the formulation need and/or the creativity of the formulator using them. They offer infinite

solutions to any formulation challenge where they act as co-solubilizers and solvents, carriers and dispersants,
de-tackifiers and setters, and, most importantly, as sensorial modifiers and silicone replacement agents. They
can be used as individual ingredient cut or in combinations and concentrations with other Jeechem® NDA

alkanes for the perfect fit.
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